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The discovery of a superhard P-type transparent
semiconductor: Al2.69B50†

Xu Zheng, ‡ab Dayu Yan,‡a Changjiang Yi,‡a Jinlong Zhu,c Qinghua Zhang,a

Junyi Zhai, d Teng Ma,e Pinwen Zhu,e Hui Li, a Lin Gu, af Yusheng Zhao, c

Yugui Yao,b Youguo Shi,*a Xiaohui Yu*a and Changqing Jin*a

Superhard semiconductors have been long sought after for elec-

tronic device applications enduring extreme conditions, such as

astronautics, due to their intrinsic toughness, high thermal and

chemical stability. Here, we report the superhard p-type semicon-

ductor Al2.69B50 single crystal with the determined Vickers hardness

of B40.5 GPa under the load of 0.49 N, which is one of the hardest

semiconductor compounds that have been ever found. With the

direct band gap of 2.3 eV, Al2.69B50 exhibits excellent optical

transmittance (490%), covering the visible range from 459 nm to

760 nm and part of the infrared range, and also shows the high

intensity of the photon emission in the visible light. Al2.69B50 is very

stable, thermally and chemically, with an ultra-low density of

B2.52 g cm�3, allowing for further extension of its applications.

Such an assembly of various excellent properties within one mate-

rial has great implication for high power electronic design and

applications.

Introduction

The synthesis of functional materials that possess excellent
electrical, optical and mechanical properties is of fundamental
importance to modern industries. The evolution or combi-
nation of either of the above properties might revolutionize
the modern electrical technology and advance the basic theory

of material sciences.1–3 For example, applications of informa-
tion technology, light emitting devices (LEDs) and solar cells
have benefited substantially from the development of transpar-
ent and conductive semiconductors, such as III–V nitrides and
transition metal oxides (e.g., GaN, ZnO).4–6 Such a unique
combination of optical and electrical properties mainly origi-
nates from their special band structures and delicate doping
and filming techniques.7–10 However, because of the large
effective mass of holes in oxides/nitrides, most of these semi-
conductors are intrinsic n-type.11 Furthermore, due to the poor
mechanical strength, the surface of these semiconductors can
be easily scratched during polishing, fabricating or even utiliz-
ing, leading to significant deterioration of their electrical/
optical properties.12–14 Packaging with plastic, epoxy resin
and glass covers may protect the semiconductor devices during
operation. However, the mechanical properties of these devices
are still barely satisfactory. They may be easily damaged espe-
cially in harsh environments, e.g., deep space.15,16 If the
mechanical strength of semiconductor materials can be
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New concepts
In this work, we present the design and synthesis of a new functional
material, Al2.69B50 single crystal with complex boron frameworks, which is
a very important discovery as there are very few new binary compounds
waiting to be discovered. The Al2.69B50 single crystal possesses high
mechanical strength with the determined Vickers hardness of
B40.5 GPa under the load of 0.49 N, indicating its superhard property.
Under a 10 mm thickness, the resulting materials displays excellent
optical transmittance at B100%, which covers the visible range from
459 nm to 760 nm and part of the infrared range. It also shows the high
intensity of the photon emission in the visible light. Al2.69B50 is a direct
band p-type semiconductor with a band gap of about 2.3 eV, and shows
high electronic conductivity (0.011 S m�1) at room temperature.
Additionally, Al2.69B50 is very stable thermally and chemically, with an
ultra-low density of B2.52 g cm�3, which can further extend its
applications. Hence, Al2.69B50 is a multifunctional material showing
various excellent properties, which has great implication to the
development of highly efficient electronic devices and promotion of
relevant applications.
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enhanced, related wafers will also experience less fragmenta-
tion in the chip process and the number of wafers can be
increased from the crystal rods.17 Therefore, it is very important
to develop a new generation of superhard p-type semiconduc-
tors that can possess intrinsic high toughness.

For the conventional superhard materials, such as diamond,
c-BN, and B6O, the pure and strong covalent bonding network
based on B–C–N–O systems is believed to provide both low
elastic compressibility (high bulk modulus) and the high
resistance to plastic deformation (high hardness). Nevertheless,
such pure localized covalence bonds also discourage electron
transport, making them large-gap insulators. During the last
decade, the transition metal borides have attracted substantial
attention because they may simultaneously possess rich elec-
tronic properties and high mechanical strength.18–21 As com-
monly accepted, the high hardness is attributed to the strong
directional covalent bonds within the light element boron
network. Meanwhile, doping a transition metal into boron
frameworks can modulate the electronic properties (e.g., band
gap) with the favorable mechanical strength still preserved.
Unfortunately, most transition metal borides with relatively low
boron ratio, e.g., ReB2

19 and CrB,22 are non-transparent because
of their narrow or even metallic band structure. Nevertheless, in
the case of very high boron component metal borides,23,24 it is
very promising to find the wide band gap semiconductors with
super high hardness because the metal atoms are totally
besieged or sandwiched by the boron networks.25,26

In this study, we synthesized the Al2.69B50 single crystal,
which is a p-type semiconductor exhibiting high transparency,
substantially high hardness and electronic conductivity
(0.011 S m�1 at room temperature). More excitingly, the Al2.69B50

crystal also possesses low density (2.52 g cm�3), high thermal
stability and photoemission in visible light, which are all very
important for LEDs.27,28 Such an assembly of these excellent proper-
ties on one material has great implication in the development of
high power electronics and may promote relevant applications.

Results and discussion
Crystal structure of the Al2.69B50 single crystal

We analyzed the structure based on the diffraction data from a
single crystal. Because of the co-existence of a superlattice and
twinning, the crystal structure is very complex. In order to
reduce the difficulty of solving this structure, only the atomic
positions of the subcell are given in this paper, indicating that
the actual crystal structure is an intermediate between a super-
lattice and subcell. Al2.69B50 crystallizes in an orthorhombic
structure with the Cmma space group, which is similar to that
of b-AlB12 and other reported high boron compounds,29–38 but
with completely different boron atoms. The refined molar ratio
of Al : B from the single crystal diffraction data is 2.69 : 50,
which is validated by EPMA data (see Table S1, ESI†). The
crystal cell parameters (a = 12.661 Å, b = 12.337 Å, c = 5.093 Å)
and atom fractional coordinates from the refinement are listed
in Table S2 (ESI†). The crystal structure of Al2.69B50 has been

deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
(CCDC).39 In the Al2.69B50 crystal, the blue AL1/AL1A and AL2
atoms are orthogonally distributed and encapsulated in the
yellow B atoms icosahedron clusters formed by B1,2,7,8 or
B3,4,5,6, and these B icosahedron clusters are bridged by B9

along the a axis, forming a 3D framework (see Table S2 (ESI†)
and Fig. 1). We also applied the scanning transmission electron

Fig. 1 The crystal structure of the Al2.69B50 view along the [001], [100],
[010] directions, respectively. The blue balls represent Al atoms and the
yellow ones represent B atoms.
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microscopy (STEM) annular bright field (ABF) imaging method,
and then measured the Al2.69B50 single crystal along the [001],
[010], [111] projection directions (see Fig. S2, ESI†). According
to the STEM images, the inter-planar crystal d-spacing can be
calculated as d(100) E 6.1 Å, d(010) E 6.2 Å, and d(001) E 4.9 Å,
which agree well with the refined unit cell parameters as listed
above. The structure refined from single crystal X-ray diffrac-
tions along the [001], [010], [111] directions (Fig. 1) is also
identical to that of the STEM images.40,41 The refined average
bond length of the B clusters is 1.8 Å, which is almost similar to
that of ZrB12 (1.78 Å) and B6O (1.81 Å), indicating the high
hardness of Al2.69B50. The density of Al2.69B50, measured by
Archimedes method, is about 2.52 g cm�3, much smaller than
that of the most famous superhard materials, WB4, ZrB12 and
ReB2,18–20 and even lower than that of aluminum. Traditional
conductive superhard materials (like WB4, ZrB12 and ReB2) are
compounds composed of transition metal elements and some
light elements, such as B, C, and N. In general, the density of
these compounds is lower than their simple substance, but
because of the relatively high density of the transition metal
itself, traditional superhard materials are heavy. The No. 13
element aluminum not only has low density, but also has good
metallicity. Due to the high boron content, the density of
Al2.69B50 is about 2.52 g cm�3 (Density[cal] = 2.588 g cm�3),
which is much smaller than that of the most famous superhard
materials and even lower than that of aluminum.

Mechanical properties of the Al2.69B50 single crystal

After polishing the surface of the samples, Vickers hardness
(Hv) measurements (under a load of 0.098–9.8 N) were per-
formed on a Al2.69B50 single crystal. As shown in Fig. 2, under
the load of 0.49 N, the Hv approaches 40.5 GPa, which is
comparable to that of some well-known superhard materials,
such as ReB2.19,21 According to the criterion proposed by Kaner
and colleagues,19,20,42,43 the super-hardness can also be defined
under a relatively low load of 0.49 N with Hv Z 40 GPa. On this

basis, Al2.69B50 should be another boride with super hardness.
On the other hand, when the load is increased from 0.098 to
9.8 N, the measured Hv decreases sharply at first and then
saturates around 28 GPa, suggesting that Al2.69B50 is intrinsi-
cally in the regime of hard materials. Nevertheless, as is shown
from Fig. 2 and Fig. S3 (ESI†), this hardness value is still much
higher than that of AlN, ZnO, and GaN and other famous
semiconductors. Therefore, it could be considered as a
potential material for high hardness ultraviolet LEDs and laser
diode fields, and used in harsh environments. The fracture
toughness of the Al2.69B50 single crystal has been characterized
and calculated by the following equation:

KIC = x(E/Hv)1/2(P/c3/2)(MPa m1/2)

where x is the calibration constant of 0.0166 (�0.004), E is the
Young’s modulus (GPa) (in the experiment, we used the aggre-
gate Young’s modulus, 546.7 GPa, which is measured by nano
hardness), P is the loading force (N), and c is the length of the
crack. The resulting KIC of the prepared sample occurs at
P = 4.9 N and reaches 2.6 MPa m1/2, which is equivalent to
the value of the single crystal cBN (2.8 MPa m1/2).

The phase stability and compressibility of Al2.69B50 were
investigated by synchrotron X-ray diffraction and Raman spec-
tra in a diamond anvil cell (DAC) with neon as the pressure
medium and ruby chip for pressure calibration. The equation
of the state (EOS) data of the Al2.69B50 powders with pressure up
to 40 GPa is shown in Fig. S4 (ESI†). Al2.69B50 is structurally
stable up to 40 GPa with no phase transition observed (Fig. S5,
ESI†). A fit to the Third-order Birch–Murnaghan EOS of the
orthorhombic phase gives the bulk modulus B0 = 243.4(4) GPa.
Although the metal element aluminum itself has a low bulk
modulus, its building block with a covalent bond connecting
small atoms boron has a high bulk modulus close to that of
B6O (222 GPa).47

As commonly accepted, the hard/superhard transition metal
borides always possess excellent thermal and chemical stabi-
lities because of the strong covalent B–B networks.48 To inves-
tigate the thermal behavior of the Al2.69B50 single crystal,
thermal gravimetric analysis (TG) and differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) were measured from 0 to 1500 1C (the upper
limit of our instrument). As exhibited in Fig. S6 (ESI†), the
material was quite stable and kept the initial mass m0 = 4.3 mg
during the entire heating temperature range. The heat flow
showed a gradual rising trend with no peak or dip in the testing
temperature range, confirming the high thermal stability of
Al2.69B50. Furthermore, it did not react with most of the alkalis
and acids, such as sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid,
indicating the high chemical stability of this material. Such
outstanding thermal and chemical stability is specially
demanded in superhard materials and semiconductor
industries.

Transparency and photoluminescence of the Al2.69B50 single
crystal

It is well known that the band-gap is very important for
functional semiconductors, as it influences the transparency,

Fig. 2 Mechanical properties of the Al2.69B50 single crystal. The Vickers
hardness of Al2.69B50 is presented as a function of applied loads from 0.098
to 9.8 N. The Vickers hardness of some other famous superhard materials
and semiconductors are also compared with Al2.69B50.
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photoluminescence, and electroconductivity.6–8 The optical
band gap of the Al2.69B50 single crystal was obtained from the
ultraviolet–visible (UV-vis) absorption spectrum fitted by Tauc
plot49,50 with the value of the exponent r = 1/251,52 (shown in
Fig. 3a). A sharp peak indicates that the direct optical band gap
is about 2.3 eV, which belongs to the visible range. Moreover,
the mechanical and thermal properties mentioned above still
have a major impact on the stability and durability of func-
tional materials. In order to show more clearly, some well-
known superhard and semiconductors are listed and compared
in Table 1. It is shown that the intrinsic band gap (2.3 eV) of
Al2.69B50 with high hardness offers a tremendous advantage,
owing to the excellent optical properties, and has the potential
to be one of the most precious and valuable optical detectors.

We further examined the Al2.69B50 single crystal in terms of
extraordinary light transmittance. As shown in Fig. 3b, it is
worth noting that the Al2.69B50 single crystal under a 10 mm
thickness displays superior transmittance at higher than 90%,
and the light transmittance range spans from 459 nm to

1000 nm. In contrast, the transmittance of traditional metal
oxide semiconductors (e.g., NiOx, ZnO) may achieve the same
transmittance only with a thickness of the film down to the
nanoscale.55 When the thickness increases from 10 mm to
50 mm perpendicular to the incident light, no notable changes
were detected in the absorption edge, while the transmittance
of the Al2.69B50 single crystal decreased. As shown in the inset of
Fig. 3b, there are three letters with the ‘‘P’’ letter clearly visible
under the Al2.69B50 single crystal with 1 mm � 1 mm � 0.3 mm
(thickness), demonstrating excellent transparency even if the
thickness approaches the millimeter scale. Therefore, the
Al2.69B50 single crystal with higher transparency under micro-
meter scale would show outstanding performance in transpar-
ent photovoltaics.

We also conducted photoluminescence (PL) measurements
on the Al2.69B50 single crystal (Fig. S7, ESI†). The PL spectra
displays several broad peaks at B582 nm, which is near the
band-edge emission of Al2.69B50, corresponding to the energy of
about 2.3 eV. The intense broad peaks range from 534 nm to
850 nm, and the photon emission in this range is generally
considered to be induced by defects and band-edge, suggesting
that the Al2.69B50 signal crystal is photo-emitting in the visible
light similar to ZnO or some organic polymers.56,57 Further-
more, deducted from the spectral data, the Al2.69B50 crystal
emits light covering most of the visible spectrum range and
part of the near infrared light. This wide range could prompt
the new design and application for next-generation LEDs, while
traditional materials like AlGaInP and InGaN can only cover the
narrow part of the spectrum.58,59

Electrochemical properties of the Al2.69B50 single crystal

In Fig. 4a, the temperature dependence of the electrical con-
ductivity (s) shows a semiconductor behavior, and the conduc-
tivity of the Al2.69B50 single crystal is 0.011 S m�1 at 300 K,
smaller than that of ZnO, a distinguished semiconductor.
The s vs. 1/T Arrhenius plot in Fig. 4a exhibits two linear
regimes from 25 K to 100 K and from 200 K to 300 K. The
high-T linear region data were fitted by the thermal activation

Fig. 3 Optical properties of the Al2.69B50 single crystal. (a) Absorbance
spectra of the Al2.69B50 single crystal by UV-vis measurements at room
temperature. The orange circle is the absorbance of Al2.69B50 and the
insert curve is fitted by Tauc plot (hn � A)1/r with r = 1/2. (b) Photon energy
dependence of the transmittance of the Al2.69B50 single crystal. The insert
shows the transmittance increasing as the thicknesses decreases from 50
to 10 mm.

Table 1 The Vickers hardness and bandgap of Al2.69B50 compared with
some typical famous hard/superhard materials and semiconductors

Materials Band gap (eV) Vickers hardness (GPa)

WB4 (ref. 20) Metal 29.8a, 25.5b

ReB2 (ref. 21) Metal 18.4b

Al2.69B50 (this work) 2.3 40.5a, 28b

a-SiC (ref. 45) 2.86 27a

ZnO (ref. 45 and 53) 3.2 4.7a

GaN (ref. 45 and 54) 3.39 10.2a

Diamond 5.5 70–100
AlN (ref. 46 and 54) 6.2 17.7a

c-BN (ref. 44) 6.4 45–50b

a-Al2O3 (ref. 45) 9 17.7a

a With an applied load of 0.5 N. b With an applied load of 4.9 N.The
entries in bold represent the metal materials, the entries in italics
represent the semiconductor materials, and the entries in bold-italics
font represent the insulator materials.
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model s(T) = s0 � exp(�Ea/kBT), where s0 is the pre-exponential
constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and Ea is the activation
energy. The low-T linear regime data are well fitted by the

hopping model s(T) = svrh � exp[�(T0/T)1/4], which may be
attributed to the variable range hopping (VRH), the saturation
regime of the ionization of donors, and very shallow donors.60

The Ea calculated from the fitting result is 0.0023 eV, i.e., band
gap Eg = 2 � Ea = 0.0046 eV. Fig. 4b displays the temperature
dependence of the electrical conductivity (s) at 30 GPa, 40 Gpa
and 50 Gpa, respectively. The conductivity of the Al2.69B50 single
crystal exhibits semiconductor behavior and rises substantially
under high pressure. Furthermore, the conductivity of Al2.69B50

reaches 32 S m�1 at 300 K and 50 Gpa, which shows great
semiconductor capability under extreme conditions.

The rxy–H curves of the Al2.69B50 single crystal at room
temperature are shown in Fig. 4c, where the positive Hall
coefficient demonstrates the dominant hole type (p-type) car-
riers. In a single-band model, the hall coefficient RH is asso-
ciated with carrier density (nh) as RH = 1/nhe. Therefore, the
fitted hole concentration is 7.5 � 1015 cm�3. It is well known
that most of the traditional transparent materials,61,62 e.g.,
oxides, are n-type semiconductors due to the localization of
oxygen, while the Al2.69B50 single crystal displays an intrinsic
p-type behavior, which may open up a frontier and accelerate
the development of functional semiconductors.

Conclusions

In summary, a single crystal Al2.69B50 was successfully synthe-
sized and the crystal structure were measured. Al2.69B50 pos-
sesses high hardness (40.5 GPa under the load of 0.49 N) and
bulk modulus (240 GPa). However, unlike the traditional
metallic transition metal borides, Al2.69B50 exhibits p-type
semi-conductivity (direct band gap of 2.3 eV) and unique
optical properties. Al2.69B50 single crystal possesses high trans-
mittance even under a thickness of 10 mm and photo-
luminescence in visible light. In addition, it shows high ther-
mal and chemical stability and ultra-low density. Therefore,
Al2.69B50 demonstrates a set of unique advantages, and can be
used as a new multi-functional material applied in substrates,
luminous diodes, electron devices and solar cells, and others.

Materials and methods
Synthesis of the Al2.69B50 single crystal

Single crystals of Al2.69B50 were synthesized by using the Al flux
method. High-purity B and Al elements were mixed in a Al2O3

crucible with a molar ratio of B : Al = 1 : 10 in a glove box with
the protection of high-purity argon. Then, the mixed fine
powders were put in a high temperature furnace with argon
protection, followed by heating up to 1723 K within 20 hours,
and holding at that temperature for additional 2 hours. Then,
the furnace was cooled down to 1323 K slowly at a rate of
2 K h�1. After that, the crucibles were reheated to 1173 K to
remove the excessive Al flux in a centrifuge. As a result, the
Al2.69B50 single crystal was obtained.

Fig. 4 Electrical properties of the Al2.69B50 single crystal. (a) Temperature
dependence of the conductivity S of the Al2.69B50 single crystal from 300 K
to 2 K, indicating its semiconductor behavior. The blue line is fitted by the
thermal activation model s(T) = s0 � exp(�Ea/kBT) in the high T range, and
the red line is fitted by the Mott-vrh model s(T) = svrh � exp[�(T0/T)1/4] in
the low T range. (b) Temperature dependence of the conductivity S of the
Al2.69B50 single crystal from 300 K to 2 K under 30 GPa, 40 GPa and
50 GPa. (c) Hall effect of the Al2.69B50 single crystal at 300 K. The slope of
the red fitted line is the Hall coefficient (RH) of Al2.69B50. The derived carrier
density (nh), i.e., hole concentration, is 7.5 � 1015 cm�3.
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Vickers hardness measurements

Vickers hardness was measured on the single crystal Al2.69B50

with the size of 1 mm � 1 mm� 0.3 mm under various fixed
loads of 10 g, 25 g, 50 g, 100 g, 200 g, 300 g, 500 g and 1000 g by
using a Micro-hardness tester. All of the measurements were
performed with a dwelling time of 15 seconds. Before the
measurements, the octahedron-shaped Al2.69B50 single crystal
was polished on both sides.

High-P synchrotron X-ray diffraction characterization

High-P synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiments were per-
formed by using a diamond-anvil cell (DAC) in the Beijing
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF). The obtained polycrys-
talline Al2.69B50 was grounded into powders and loaded into the
sample chamber made of a T301 stainless-steel gasket with neon
as a pressure-transmitting medium. A few ruby balls were
loaded into the same sample chamber to serve as an internal
pressure standard. The collected angle-dispersive X-ray diffrac-
tion data were analyzed by integrating 2D images as a function
of 2y using the program Fit2D to obtain the conventional, one-
dimensional diffraction profiles.

Density measurements

The density of Al2.69B50 was measured by Archimedes’ method.
By choosing an octahedral Al2.69B50 single crystal, we denoted
the weight as G0. By tying up the octahedral Al2.69B50 single
crystal with a hair by a spring balance, we denoted the weight as
G1. Then, we put the Al2.69B50 crystal completely in the water,
and the weight was denoted as G2. The density of Al2.69B50 was
calculated by the formula r = (G0 � rH2O)/(G1 � G2).

Transparency measurements

The octahedral Al2.69B50 single crystal was polished smoothly by
diamond disk, and its properties were characterized by optical
microscopy, energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis, scanning
transmission electron microscope (STEM), UV-vis, TG-DSC, and
photoluminescence. The photoluminescence experiments were
conducted on single crystal Al2.69B50 with dimensions of
60 mm � 60 mm � 20 mm by a Renishaw Raman Spectroscopy
apparatus equipped with a laser wavelength of 532 nm.

Electrical resistance and carrier concentration measurements

The temperature dependence of resistivity and Hall Effect were
measured with the conventional four-probe method in a com-
mercial Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS-9T,
Quantum Design). The samples were cut into a rectangular
shape with typical dimensions of 0.1 mm � 0.1 mm � 1 mm,
for which the longest dimension is along the designed crystal-
lographic direction. Four golden wires with a diameter of 20 mm
were attached to the surface of the sample by silver paste,
having the excitation current of typical 0.1 mA passing through
the outer two probes, while the inner two probes were for
voltage signal. The resistivity r was calculated from the
obtained resistance R through the equation: r = (R � s)/L,

where s is the cross-section of the sample and L is the distance
between the two voltage probes.
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